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• Subscription, open access or hybrid

• Print format with online access or online only

• Private commercial, public profit-generating 
or not-for-profit

• Professional editors,  academic editors or both



Publications
BMC
PLoS
Hindawi



%PubMed available as open access in PMC



http://www.scienceforseo.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/04/peerreview.jpg

Open access is just 
one part of a 
broader transition   

• Assess technical merits of 
work

• Assess likely significance 
of work

The goals of peer 
review

How does peer review 
work?



Open access is just 
one part of a 
broader transition   

The goals of peer 
review

http://the-political-ear.com/?p=595

Is peer 
review 
broken?



Martin Raff, Alexander Johnson
and Peter Walter



http://youtu.be/-VRBWLpYCPY



• Presentation of new 
research often 
limited by the print 
edition

• Time to put digital 
first

http://www.fybridphotos.com/objects
_stock_photo_1130183.html







Citation data are a blunt instrument, at best

In every case, the medians are far lower than the 
means, reinforcing the point that JIF is almost useless 
as a predictor of likely citations for an individual paper

Nat. Neurosci. 6, 783 (2003) 





• General recommendations
– Move away from impact factors
– Assess outputs on their own merits 
– Exploit new tools and approaches

• And specific recommendations for publishers, 
funders, institutions, metrics suppliers, and 
researchers

• >6000 signatories





Supported by 

elifesciences.org

Ground-breaking science, 
selected by experts, published 
without delay, open to the world

The best in science and science communication



Cover letter 
and single 

PDF

Swift triage 
process by 

Senior Editors

Full 
submission

BRE member 
plus external 
reviewer(s)

Decision after 
peer review

Revision 
assessed by 
BRE member 

Limit submissions entering peer review

Consultation amongst reviewers before decision

Single set of instructions – focused revision

Limit rounds of revision

Streamlined submission process prior to triage

Source files plus information important for peer 
review

The end result
> A constructive process
> Reduced times from submission 
to acceptance





Submissions 
and 
publications
Earlier this year eLife published 
our 1000th research article and is 
now receiving more than 500 
submissions per month.



Volume of publishing
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Number of research papers published in the life sciences, January to June 
2015 



Quality of service



Institutions with the most papers 
accepted by eLife, up to March 2015

University of California, Berkeley 50

UT Southwestern 28

University of California, San Francisco 27

University of Oxford 24

Stanford University 23

Harvard University 19

Harvard Medical School 19

University of Cambridge 17

Yale University 17

Medical Research Council Laboratory of 
Molecular Biology 14



I hate the editors of these journals more than 
I hate Republicans.

—James Watson, of double-helix fame, speaking 
about recent rejections from several journals
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